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Abstract

A sufficient condition is given for the strict positive definitencx and for the strict conditional

negative definitenws of a real, continuous radial kernel on the circle. In addition, some necessary
conditions are also given, nearly characterizing these kernels.

1 Introduction

On the unit circle SI, let dl be the geodesic distance. The purpose of this paper is to address the

problem of finding a continuous function f : [0,7] —> IR for which fodl is either a strictly positive

definite or a strictly conditionally negative definite kernel. Following [1], we say that a function

f : S1 x 51 —> IR is a positive definite kernel if and only if

nz Ciij(Ii=Tj) 2 0
f..7'=1

for all n 6 IN, {21,12,...,z,,} C S], and {c1,c2,...,cn} C IR. We say that the function f is a

conditionally negative definite kernel if f(:r,y) : f(y,:t) for all 1.1; E S] and

E Cicjf(ziy-Tj) S 0
iJ=l
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for all n 2 2, {$1,22,...,zn} C S’, and {c1,cz,...,c,,} C R with Effie) = 0. If the above

inequalities are strict whenever 11,12, . . . ,:r,, are different and at least one of the c,,c2, . . . ,cn does

not vanish, we say that the kernel f is strictly positive (resp. strictly conditionally negative) definite.

Schoenberg [5] showed that a continuous kernel f o d] is positive definite if and only if f has

the form

f(t) = f: ak cos kt
k=0

in which a), 2 0 for all k and 2220 a}, < 00. Using this result, it is not hard to see that a continuous

kernel g 0 d1 is conditionally negative definite if and only if g has the form

00

g(t) = g(0) + E ak(1— cos kt)
k=1

in which ah _>_ 0 for all k and 221101, < 00. In view of the definitions above, if f o d] is strictly

positive (resp. strictly conditionally negative) definite then I will have a nontrivial series represen-

tation as above. In addition, the strict positive (resp. strict conditional negative) definiteness will

depend on the set of integers k for which a;r > 0 and not on the magnitude of the at.
Given distinct points z],zg,...,zn on S] and a. strictly positive (resp. strictly conditionally

negative) definite kernel f o d], we can interpolate arbitrary data at the x, by a function of the

form

s(:r) = ZCJ'fldflL-lel-
j=1

This type of interpolation had been previously investigated in [2], [3], [4], [6], and [7]. In [7], it was

proved that if f has a series representation f(1) = Zkerx‘ 0); cos kt. in which at > 0 for all k and

zkeN (1); < 00 then f 0 d1 is strictly positive definite. In Section 2, we improve this result giving

nearly optimal sufficient conditions on a function f of the form f(t) = Zkeh’ak cos kt, in which

(1); > 0 for all k E K and Ekex ak < oo, in order that f 0d] be strictly positive definite. In Section

3, three completely independent necessary conditions are given but unfortunately these conditions

are not equivalent to the previous one. As in the usual radial basis approach to interpolation in IR",

completely monotonic functions can be used in interpolation on S 1. In [3], it was proved that if f is

a nonconstant completely monotonic function then f o d] is strictly positive definite. Following this



sequence of ideas, in Section 4 we fix a nonconstant completely monotonic F and find necessary and

sufficient conditions on a conditionally negative definite function gin order that the kernel Fogod,
be strictly positive definite. Similar results are obtained for strict conditional negative definiteness.

We remark that there is a natural connection among these questions, distance geometry, and metric

embedding theory but it is not our intention to explore it.

2 A Sufficient Condition

For natural numbers m and n and a. set A of integers we write m + 71.4 to denote the set of all

integers of the form m + na, with a E A. An increasing sequence {ck} of nonnegative integers is

said to be prime if, for every finite set P of prime numbers there exists a ck not divisible by any

element in P. Equivalently, {ck} is an increasing sequence not contained in any set of the form

p11N U p21N U . . . U pnIN, where p1,p2,.. . ,p,, are prime numbers. Any infinite increasing sequence

of prime numbers is a trivial example of a prime sequence. Theorem 2.1 below shows that if K

contains certain arithmetic sequences and f(t) = 2k“, ak coskt, with ak > 0 for all k e K

and EkeK ak < 00, then f o d] is strictly positive definite. We write IN; to denote the set of all

nonnegative integers not exceeding 1.

Theorem 2.1. Let f(t) = zkeh’ ak cos kt, in which K C IN, ak > 0 for 011k, and Ekeh‘ 0}: <

00. In order that f o (11 be a strictly positive definite kernel it is sufficient that K have a subset of

the form U,f°=0(b;c + cklNk), in which {bk} U {ck} C IN and {ck} is a prime sequence.

Proof. Suppose that K has a subset as described in the theorem and let 11,12,...,:r,, be

distinct points on 51. Write 1, = (cos ¢j,sin ¢_,~) where the ¢j are distinct modulo 277 and let A

be the matrix with entries Aij = f(d1(z,,zj)). For distinct p and u, (¢,, - ¢y)/2r 6 1R \ 2. Let
pm, be a prime number chosen in the following way: if (¢p — ¢,)/2r = 7771/1772 with m] and mg

relatively prime We let pm, be a prime dividing m2, otherwise we let p,,,, be any prime. It is now

seen that exp(il¢p) # exp(il¢,,) whenever I 6 IN \p,,.,]N. Define P = {p,,,, : 1 5 y < V 5 11}. Since

{ck} is a prime sequence, there is an index kg such that also is not divisible by any element of P. By
enlarging the set P if necessary, we can assume that kg 2 n. Now, exp(ic)co en“) 56 exp(ick°¢,,) for



1 5 p < V _<_ n, and him + ckolNko C K. As a consequence of this the n x n matrix B with entries

Bu" = exp (“ka + flCkol¢ul = exp (“ka + cko)¢u)lexP(iCko¢u)lu-1

is nonsingular because it is a Vandermonde-like matrix corresponding to n distinct points

exp(ick0¢1),exp(ickod>2), . . . ,exp(ick0¢n).

From the equation
71

c‘Ac = E cue” Zak coskd1(zu,z,,)
u.v=l keK

fl

= Z 0k 2 one” cos k(¢u — ¢,,)
keK we]

n
2

= E at Z cuexpukm)
keK u=1

we now see that c'Ac > 0 unless the function h(t) = Z=1CueXP(i¢ut) vanishes on K. Because

of the nonsingularity of B, it follows that h vanishes on K if and only if C1 = 62 = . . . = c“ = 0.

Therefore, c‘Ac = 0 only if c = 0. .
Remark: The appearance of Vandermonde matrices in the proof above suggests the optimality

of the condition presented in the theorem.

The following corollary contains similar results for strict conditional negative definiteness. Since

there are no new ideas involved, we omit its proof.

Corollary 2.2. Let g(t) = g(0) + Zkeh’ ak(1- cos kt), in which K C IN \ {0}, G}; > 0 for all

k, and zkeh’ ak < 00. In order that g o d] be a strictly conditionally definite kernel it is sufiicient

that K have a subset of the form U‘fidbk + ckl‘ik), where {bk} U {ck} C IN and {ck} is a prime

sequence.

It should be noted that the hypothesis on the sequence {ck} in the previous results can be

changed into any of the following:

(H1) {ck} is increasing and there is no prime number dividing infinitely many ck.

(H2) {ck} is increasing and any two ck are relatively prime.



Indeed, this follows from:

Lemma 2.3. Let {ck} be an increasing sequence of nonnegative integers. The following asser-

tions are equivalent:

(Al) {ck} is a prime sequence.

(A2) {ck} has a subsequence {Cknl such that no prime number divides infinitely many ck".

(A3) {ck} has a subsequence {ckm} in which any two ck," are relatively prime.

Proof. Obviously, (A3) implies (A2). Assume that {ck} has a subsequence {Ckn} 511C}! that no

prime number divides infinitely many ck“. Ii {ck} is not a prime sequence then there is a finite set

P of prime numbers such that each ck is divisible by at least one element of P. Since P is finite and

{ckn} is increasing, at least one element in P divides infinitely many ck", a contradiction. Thus,

(A2) implies (A1). Finally, if {ck} is a prime sequence, a subsequence {ckn} such that any two Ck...

are relatively prime can be constructed inductively in the following way: Let ck, be any positive

ck. Let P] be the set of all prime timbers dividing every element ck not larger than ch. From

our assumption on {ck}, there is a ck, not divisible by any element of P1. Let P2 be the set of all

prime numbers dividing every element ck not larger than ch. Again, there is a cka not divisible by

any element in P2. Because {ck} is increasing, we can proceed in this way to obtain a subsequence

{chm} of {ck} such that no prime dividing a Ck", divides any preceeding element in the sequence.

Obviously, such subsequence has the property stated in (A3). Thus, (A1) implies (A3). .
3 Necessary Conditions

ln this section, we obtain necessary conditions for strict positive (resp. strict conditional negative)

definiteness, trying somehow to match the sufficient condition just obtained.

Lemma 3.1. Let g(t) = g(0) + Zkexakfl — cos kt). in which K C lN \ {0} is a finite set of

cardinality N and ak > 0 for all k E K. Then for any n > 2 + 2(—N + ZkeK 2k+1) and any set

of points £1,22,...,2n on. S], the n x n matrix A with entries Aij = g(d1(:r:,-,zJ-)) has rank not

exceeding n/2 — 1.



Proof. Assume the hypotheses and let z,,xg,...,z,, be points on S’. For each I: in K put

9k“) ;= 1 — cos kt. By elementary trigonometry, there are real numbers bk1,bk2....,bkk such that

gk(t) = 2i=o bk; cos’ t. Hence,
I:

9k(di(1-‘,21))= Zbklhsfljl't 1 S inks n.
l=0

The Gram matrix with entries (z,,zj) is nonnegative definite and has rank not exceeding 2. Hence,

each matrix ((:r,-,:r_,~)'), O _<_ l _<_ k, has rank not exceeding 2'. Thus, each matrix (gk(d1(z,~,z,~))) has

rank not exceeding El=o 21 = (2k+1_1). Since A has entries given by g(0)+2keh’ 0k9k(d1(2i,1j)),
its rank cannot exceed 1 + Zkexwkfl — 1) = 1 + (‘N + Ekex 2k+1l~ I

Lemma 3.1 reveals that if g o d, is strictly conditionally negative definite then the series repre-

senting g cannot be a finite sum. A refinement of this fact is now obtained. The ideas for this line

of proof can be found in [4].

Theorem 3.2. Let g(t) = g(0)+ 2221 ak(1 — cos kt), in which 0}, 2 0 for all k and 2g; 01; <

00. A necessary condition in order that g o d] be a strictly conditionally negative definite kernel is

that oh > 0 for infinitely many odd and infinitely many even integers k.

Proof. We first assume that an > 0 for only finitely many k and prove that god] is not strictly
conditionally negative definite. Set M := max{k : 02k > O} and let N denote the cardinality of the

set K := {k : 0 S k 5 2M, ak > 0}. Let n be any positiveinteger such that n > 1—N+Zk€K 2k“,
Choose 211 distinct and pairwise antipodal points 121,12,...,12n on S1 and define matrices A, B,
and C' by

Aij = — Z akcoskdm(z,,:sj))
k>2M

BU = g(0)+ Z ak+ Zak(1—coskdm(r,,zj))
k>2M kGK

Cij = Aij'i‘Bij-

If 1 5 i < j _<_ 2n, the vector v“ 6 IR?" having 1 as its i‘h component, —1 as its j‘h component,
and 0 components elsewhere is in the null space of A. Hence, the rank of A is not larger than n.

By Lemma 3.1, the rank of B does not exceed n — 1. Thus, C has rank not exceeding 2n — 1, or

equivalently, C is singular. This implies that g 0 (11 is not strictly conditionally negative definite.
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The other half of the proof when an“ > 0 for only finitely many I: is similar, and we omit the

details. .
The condition in the previous theorem is not sufficient to guarantee strict conditional negative

definiteness. Indeed, consider g(t) = Ekex ak(l -— cos kt), in which K = 31N, ak > 0 for all k, and

EkeK ak < 00.1le and 22 are two points on S1 such that d1(z1,zg) = 27r/3 then the 2 x 2 matrix

with entries g(d1(z.',x,')) is the zero matrix.

Lemma 3.3. If n is a positive integer and ¢ is not an odd multiple of r then

2n

Z(—1)j exp(ij¢) = isin n¢sec(¢/2)exp(i(2n +1)¢/2).
j=1

Proof. By elementary trigonometry we have

2n 211

2 cos j¢> = Z sin(n¢>/2) cos jd) csc(¢/2)
j=1 J'=1

2n

= zjgmnv+1nnrwm«v—1nfiquwv
j=1

= émnen+vwv—snwnkMWfl)
= sin(nd>) cos((2n + 1)¢/2) csc(d>/2).

Similarly,
2n

ZsinM = sin(n¢)sin((2n+1)¢/2)csc(¢/2).
j=1

Hence,
2T.

Zexp 1'qu : sin(n¢>)csc(¢/2)exp(i(2n +1)¢>/2).
j=1

The result now follows by changing (1) into d) + 7r in the last equation. '
Theorem 3.4. Let g(t) = g(0)+Ek€K ak(1—cos kt), in which K is a subset ofIN\{0}, 0k > 0

for all k, and SkeK ak < 00. In order that g 0 d1 be a strictly conditionally negative definite kernel

it is necessary that for each positive integer n, the set n(1 + 2IN) n K be infinite.

Proof. Assume that g o d; is strictly conditionally negative definite. We first prove that for
each positive integer n the set n(1 + 21N)fl K is nonempty. Suppose on the contrary that there is a

7



positive integer n such that n(i +2IN)nK = 0. In view of Theorem 3.2, we can assume that n 2 2.

Choose 21: distinct points $1,32,...,12n on S1 such that d,(1:j,:r,+,) = 1r/n for 1 5 j 5 2n - 1,1f

B is the matrix with entries 13.5 = g(d1(:t.-,z_,~)) and c is the vector in IR“ having (—1)j as its j‘h

component for 1 S j 5 271, we have that

271 211

c'Bc = E (-—])“(—1)"g(0)+ Z (—1)“(—1)" Z ak(1— coskd1(:r“,z,,))
u.v=1 u.v=1 keh’

271

= 2; at z: (—1)"(—1)"(1— cosw — nor/n»
keK mv=1

211

= - Zak 5: (—1)"(-1)"cos(k(u— un/n)
keK p,u=l

271
2

2n 2

= — Zak (Z(—1)“cos(uk7r/n)) + (Z(-l)‘l sin(ukr/n))
kGK F=1 y=l

2
271

2(—1)“exp(iykr./n)
u=1

= —Eak
kEK

From our assumption on n, it follows that k7r/n is not an odd multiple of 17 for all k 6 K. Hence,

by Lemma 3.3, ZiZ,(—1)“exp(iukr/n) = 0 for all k in K, whence c‘Bc = 0. Since c # 0, this

contradicts our assumption on 9. Next, in order to prove that each set n(1 + 21N)fl K is infinite

we assume that n(1 + 21N)fl K is finite for some positive integer n and we reach a contradiction,

Let n(1 + 21) denote the largest element in n(1 + 23") n K. It follows from the first part of the

proof that the set n(3 + 21)(1 + ZEN? K is nonempty. From the inclusion n(3 + 21)(1 + 21'\') m K C

n(1+ 21N)n K, there is a nonnegative integer m such that n(3 + 21)(1+ 2m) 6 n(l + 2K) 0 K and

n(3 + 2l)(1 + 2m) > n(1 + 21), contradicting our choice of I. .
It is immediately seen that any set K satisfying the condition stated in the previous theorem

contains infinitely many odd and infinitely many even multiples of any positive integer. On the

other hand, the condition is not sufficient to guarantee strict conditional negative definiteness as

the example after Theorem 3.2 shows.

Lemma 3.5. pr1,p2, . . . ,p,, are distinct prime numbers then the numbers of the form 29:1 (j/pj,
where (j = 0 or 1, are all distinct modulo E.



Proof. It suffices to prove that any number of the form Z'LJ 6J/pJ, where 6J~ = -l or 1, is not

an integer. Suppose that Zj—151/Pj.is an integer for some Q as above. We can write 61m“ .p,1 +

p1N = mp2 . . .p,,M for some integers M and N, and this shows that p] is a divisor of the product

mp3 . . .p,., a contradiction. .
A subset K of IN is said to be generated by a set P of prime numbers if every element in

K \ {0,1} is a multiple of an element in P, and P is the smallest set of prime numbers with this

property. If P is an infinite set and K is generated by P then X is said to be infinitely generated

by P.

Theorem 3.6. Let g(t) = g(0) + EkeK ak(1 -— cos kt), in which K C IN \ {0}, ak > 0 for all

k 6 K, and Zkex ak < 00. In order that g o d; be a strictly conditionally negative definite kernel it

is necessary that K be infinitely generated.

Proof. We assume that K is generated by a finite set P = {p1,p2, . . . ,pn} of prime numbers

and show that g o d] is not strictly conditionally negative definite. It is easily seen that the nonzero

function

h(t) = (exp(i27rt/p1) — l)(exp(i27rt/p2) — l)...(exp(i27rt/pn) — 1)

vanishes on K. Direct computation reveals that we can write h in the form

2" 2"

h“) = ZcJ-expfith), 0: ¢1< ¢2 < < db", ZCJ' = 0,
5:1 '=1

By Lemma 3.5, the ¢J are all distinct modulo 277. Hence, the set {qSJ : l 5 j S 2”} defines 2“

distinct points on 5], namely

1, = (cosqu,sin oJ), 15 j g 2".

VVritting ng—— g(d](z,-,:r J)) and taking account of all the above we obtain

2 CaCuB up = z": Cucu g(0)+ z ak(1 _ C05k(¢ _¢u))
a,u=l uv=1k€K

_ E at: 2: eye, cos k(¢>,, — ¢ul
kGK “11:1

ll



ll
2" 2

2"
2

._ Z 0k (E c“ cos km) + (Z c“ sin k¢“)
keh‘ u=1 p=1

= — E ak|h(k)|2 = 0.
keK

Since the vector c = (cJ') is nonzero, g o d; is not strictly conditionally negative definite. I
The conditions stated in Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 are together still not sufficient to guarantee strict

conditional negative definiteness. In fact, let g(t) = ZkeK ak(l—cos kt), in which K = (1+2IN)U4IN,

0); > 0 for all k e K, and zkeK ak < 00. Set 0 = 2211 agk“. Any four equally spaced points

21,12,I3, and 954 on S1 produces the following 4 x 4 matrix

0 0 20 0

, 0 0 0 20
(9(d1(zf,$j))) =

20 0 0 0

02000
which is obviously singular. Observe that the entries in the interpolation matrix above depend only

on the odd part 2221 (12k+1(1 -— cos(2k + ])t) of g. This suggests that K does not contain enough

even numbers. This remark is the key for our last necessary condition.

Theorem 3.7. Let g(t) = g(0) + EkeK ak(1 — cos kt), in which K C IN \ {0}, ak > O, and

EkeK 0), < 00. In order that godl be a strictly conditionally negative definite kernel it is necessary

that L =: {k : 2k 6 K} be infinitely generated.

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.6. We assume that L is generated by a finite

set P = {p1,p2,...,pn_1] of prime numbers and prove that g o d] is not strictly conditionally

negative definite. The nonzero function

h(t) = (exp(i7rt) + 1)( exp(i27rt/p1) — 1)(exp(i2rt/p2) — 1) ...(exp(i27rt/pn_1) — 1)

vanishes on K. Using Lemma 3.5, we can write h(t) = 2:22] cJ- exp(i¢>jt) with 231, c, = 0 and all

the Q, distinct modulo 27r. Setting zj = (cos ¢j,sin ¢_,~) for 1 5 p 5 2", we have

2.1

E Cing(d1($i,$j)) = Z ak|h(k)|2 = 0-
i,j=1 kEK

10



This shows that g o d; is not strictly conditionally negative definite because c 96 0. a
At this point it is important to emphasize that the necessary conditions presented in Theorems

3.4, 3.6, and 3.7 are independent of each other, as the sets 21N U (3 + GIN), 4lN U (1 + 21N), and

(4 + 2IN) U {prime numbers} show. We do not know whether those three conditions, together, are
sufficient to guarantee strict conditional negative definiteness. On the other hand, we were unable to

construct a counterexample. For instance, we were unable to determine whether or not the function

g(t) = ZkeK ak(1— cos kt), in which K = (4 + 2IN) U (3 + GIN) U {prime numbers}, at > 0 for all

k E K, and Ekex a), < 00 defines a strictly conditionally negative definite kernel 9 o dlf

Corollary 3.8. Let f(t) = Zkek a), cos kt, in which K C IN, ak > 0, and ZkeK 0k < 00. In

order that f 0 (11 be a strictly positive definite kernel it is necessary that

(a) For each positive integer n, the set n(1 + 2IN) n K be infinite.

(b) K be infinitely generated.

(c) L = {k :2k 6 K} be infinitely generated.

4 Examples

We denote by CM the set of all nonconstant continuous functions F : [0,00) ——> [0, one) which are

completely monotonic on (0,00), and by PM the set of continuous functions F : [0,00) —-» [0,00)

which are differentiable on (0,00) and such that F’ is a nonconstant completely monotonic function

on (0,00). Recall that a function F: [0, 00) —> [0, 00) is said to be completely monotonic on (0, 00)

if and only if (—1)—lF(jl(t) 2 O for j 6 IN, and t > 0. Lemma 5.1 below can be found in a more

general formulation in [4].

Lemma 4.1 Let F : [0,00) ——-> [0, 00) be a continuous function and g o d] be a (continuous)

conditionally negative definite kernel on S]. The following assertions hold:

(a) UP 6 CM then F o g o d] is strictly positive definite if and only ifg(t) > g(0) fort E (0,7r].

(b) If F 6 DM then F og o d] is strictly conditionally negative definite if and only if g(t) > g(0)

fort G (0,1r].

Using this result, it is not hard to see (this is Theorem 4.9 in [4]) that any function F as in (a)

11



(respectively (b)) above is such that F o d, is strictly positive (respectively strictly conditionally

negative) definite. Another class of examples can be obtained with the help of the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Let g(t) = g(0)+ 221, ak(l—cos kt), in which at 2 Ofor allk and 252.4 at < 00.

In order that the equation g(t) = g(0) have only the zero solution in [0,1r] it is necessary and

sufilcient that oh > 0 for a set of relatively prime indices k.

Proof. First assume that a), > 0 for relatively prime integers k1,k2, . ..,k,, and suppose that

g(t0) = g(0) for some to > 0. By our assumption on to, it follows that cos kgto = 1 for 1 5 i _<_ 12.

Hence, there are positive integers #1,p2, .. .,;t,, such that hto = 2am,- for 1 5 i s n. Since the k.-

are relatively prime, there are integers V1,V2, . . . ,v,, such that Egg, Viki = 1. Using this we obtain

" n

to = toEl/jkj = 27rZyJ-uj
i=1 i=1

and so
71

pizkito/21rzkgzltj1/j, lgign.
i=1

The last equality above reveals that Egg, [ljl/J' is a positive integer and consequently p, 2 k,- for

1 5 i S n. It is now clear that kito = 27m,- 2 2fl’k,’ for 1 S i S n. In particular, to 2 27r.

Conversely, suppose that t = 0 is the only solution of g(t) = g(0) in [0,1r]. Order the set of all k

for which (1); > 0, say k1,k2, . . .. Let 7, denote the greatest common divisor of kl, kg, . . . , kg. Clearly,

1 5 7,“ g 7,- for all i. So, there is a smallest index in such that 7,0 = 7.°+j forj = 1,2,.... H

7,0 > 1, then the point to = 2n/‘7‘i0 is such that 0 < to 5 7r and g(t0) = g(0), a contradiction. Thus,

7,0 = 1 and k1,k2,...,k,o are relatively prime. .
Theorem 4.3. Let F : [0,00) -—-» [0,00) be a continuous function and let g(t) = g(0) +

Zfilaku — coskt), in which g(0) 2 0, 0), 2 0 for all k, and 221.10): < 00. The following

assertions hold:

(0) UP 6 CM then Fog odl is strictly positive definite if and only if ak > 0 for a set of relatively

prime indices k.

(b) If F 6 PM then P o g o d] is strictly conditionally negative definite if and only if ak > 0 for a

set of relatively prime indices k.

12



As an example we can take g(t) = 2sin2 t/2 = 1 — cost. The kernel g o d, is the Euclidean

chord distance on S1 and it is not strictly conditionally negative definite. Using Theorem 4.3, we

see that (IA/1 + g)od1, exp(—g)od1,and ln[(2+g)/(1 + g)]od1 are strictly positive definite while

ln(1 + g) o d] and «i + g o d] are strictly conditionally negative definite.
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